
Growth Groups
Travel Guide

Week of September 14-20, 2008
  Auburn, Alabama

As our Growth Groups continue to gain momentum for the fall
quarter, we are winding up the Velocity series.  Over the course
of this series, we have defined “Eternal Velocity” as moving at
the speed of God’s Spirit in the direction of God’s mission.
We’re closing the series out by discussing how to maintain the
spiritual velocity we have gained . . .

• There’s a trend lately to create a list of 100 things you would like to do before you die, or to make a list of 100
life goals.  What are 2 or 3 big things that you want to do before the end of your life?

• When you get to the end of your life, what are 1 or 2 characteristics that you would want people to say
characterized your life?

• Romans 12:11-13 (NIV) says: “Never be lacking in zeal, but keep your spiritual fervor, serving the Lord. Be
joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer. Share with God's people who are in need. Practice
hospitality.”  
• What does this passage teach us is the single main ingredient to maintain our spiritual velocity?

• What are the practical steps this passage gives us to live out that ingredient?

• On Sunday, Eric gave us three steps to maintaining spiritual velocity:
• Live as Jesus Lived (imitate Jesus)
• Love as Jesus Loved (extreme, extravagant, unconditional love), and 
• Leave what Jesus Left Behind (leave a legacy).

• With the Romans passage above in mind, what are some practical steps you can take to practice each of
these three steps?

• How does maintaining spiritual velocity fit into your vision for what you want your life to look like?

• What is your “next step” this week that will help you maintain spiritual velocity?
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Hey Growth Group Leaders!

Thank you again for your feedback each week.  It is very helpful in knowing what is working and what is not.  It is
also encourage to hear how lives are being built-up in our Growth Groups and relationships are growing!  Our
Growth Groups are healthier and more exciting than ever this fall!  I really appreciate your willingness to be a part of
what God is doing here at Journey Church!

If you have any questions about the Travel Guide prior to your group meeting, please do not hesitate to email me
and ask questions.  I want to do whatever I can to hep your groups be the best they can be.

Please continue to send feedback each week.  Please be sure to send any stories of life change that you see
happening in your group.

Have a wonderful week!
Andrew

As our Growth Groups continue to gain momentum for the fall
quarter, we are winding up the Velocity series.  Over the course
of this series, we have defined “Eternal Velocity” as moving at
the speed of God’s Spirit in the direction of God’s mission.
We’re closing the series out by discussing how to maintain the
spiritual velocity we have gained . . .

The goal of this weeks’ discussion is to help us set our lives on a course to maintain spiritual velocity throughout our
lives.  The first 2 questions are basic questions to give your folks an opportunity to talk about what is really
important in their lives.  If your discussion goes well, you may want to revisit these questions at the end.

• There’s a trend lately to create a list of 100 things you would like to do before you die, or to make a list of 100
life goals.  What are 2 or 3 big things that you want to do before the end of your life?

• When you get to the end of your life, what are 1 or 2 characteristics that you would want people to say
characterized your life?

• Romans 12:11-13 (NIV) says: “Never be lacking in zeal, but keep your spiritual fervor, serving the Lord. Be
joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer. Share with God's people who are in need. Practice
hospitality.”  

• What does this passage teach us is the single main ingredient to maintain our spiritual velocity?

“Serving the Lord.”  In the original Greek, the punctuation does not exist.  Therefore, it could be argued that the
following list all the way down to verse 18 is a checklist for maintaining spiritual fervor.  However, even if you read it
this way, I contend that the “serving the Lord” is primary, and that the list that follows are practical ways in which we
can live out that statement (which leads us into the next question):



• What are the practical steps this passage gives us to live out that ingredient?

Be joyful in hope
Be patient in affliction
Be faithful in prayer
Share with God’s people who are in need.
Practice hospitality.

(If you want to continue to verse 18):

Bless those who persecute you.
Rejoice with those who rejoice.
Mourn with those who mourn.
Live in harmony with one another.
Do not be haughty, but associate with the lowly.
Never be conceited.
Etc. Etc. Etc.

I strongly encourage you to not only name each of the practical steps, but to take some time to discuss what each
of them means to us on a daily basis.

• On Sunday, Eric gave us three steps to maintaining spiritual velocity:
• Live as Jesus Lived (imitate Jesus)
• Love as Jesus Loved (extreme, extravagant, unconditional love), and 
• Leave what Jesus Left Behind (leave a legacy).

• With the Romans passage above in mind, what are some practical steps you can take to practice each of
these three steps?

Take a moment to go back through part of the list above and talk about how they fit into the three steps Eric gave
us.  How do practicing the things in this list make us more like Jesus?

From there, take some time to brainstorm some “generic” practical steps that anybody could do.  But don’t leave it
at that.  Once you’ve brainstormed a little while, finish up with “specific” steps that each individual in your group can
take . . .

• How does maintaining spiritual velocity fit into your vision for what you want your life to look like?

For some folks, their spiritual perspective will have a lot to do with how they want to be remembered.  Encourage
them to think about how they practical steps they are looking at in this discussion will help them get to where they
want to be down the road.

For other folks, their long-term goals and perspective may have little or nothing to do with their spiritual perspective. 
Encourage these folks to reevaluate their life goals base on our discussion this week.  If they desire to live a life
with Eternal Velocity, is it going to require them to change their goals or add new ones?  Are the practical “next
steps” they need to take today going to set them on a different path than they were planning on taking.

Still other folks don’t have long-term goals or they haven’t thought about what they want their life to be
characterized by down the road.  Use this opportunity to encourage them to start “setting a finish line” to aim for,
with a life of Spiritual Velocity in mind.

•  What is your “next step” this week that will help you maintain spiritual velocity?

Don’t let your folks get stuck on theoretical stuff or “down the road” ideas.  Encourage them to set an immediate
goal to set them on that path.


